Evaluation of memory and language function pre- and postthalamotomy with an attempt to define those patients at risk for postoperative dysfunction.
Memory and language dysfunction has been sporadically reported following stereotaxic thalamotomies. In order to determine which patients are at greatest risk and to better define the nature of this dysfunction, we have prospectively evaluated 18 patients undergoing stereotaxic thalamotomies for movement disorders (MDs). Patients were evaluated clinically, with computed tomography (CT) and with memory and language protocols (MLPs) pre- and postoperatively. Patients exhibiting postoperative deficits were again evaluated with the MLP on follow-up visits to the clinic. Significant changes in memory and language function occurred in 7 out of 18 patients. These 7 patients had diverse etiologies for their MDs. Five of the 18 patients had undergone previous thalamotomies on the contralateral side. Three of these 5 patients with bilateral thalamotomies experienced postoperative functional impairments in memory and language while only 4 of 13 patients with a unilateral thalamotomy experienced these problems. The postoperative functional impairments noted were primarily those requiring orientation and speech. All patients with postoperative memory and language impairments were again evaluated with MLPs months after the operation. In 3 of 7 patients, no improvement was noted, while the remaining 4 did recover to baseline. More severe deficits tended to occur in those patients with ventriculomegaly or evidence of other major cerebral tissue loss by preoperative CT scan and in those patients with lower MLP scores preoperatively. Postoperative memory and language dysfunction was not correlated with the number or size of the lesions made, the postoperative general neurologic examination or CT scans, or the clinical response of the MDs. From our data, it appears that patients with more profound neurologic compromise and/or bilateral involvement as evidenced by poor performance on the MLP, tissue loss on CT scanning, or previous thalamic lesion, are most at risk for memory and language dysfunction postoperatively. However, this dysfunction is not necessarily permanent. Preoperative evaluation with MLPs and CT scanning appear to be of value in predicting those patients at greatest risk for postoperative and language dysfunction.